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Application of the Monopole Source to Quantify
Explosive Flux during Vulcanian Explosions
at Sakurajima Volcano (Japan)
by Jeffrey B. Johnson and Alex J. C. Miller

INTRODUCTION

A primary goal in volcano seismology is to characterize source
motions internal to a volcano in terms of their representative
forces. In a similar manner, much volcano infrasound research
strives to recover eruptive force time histories corresponding to
material accelerations occurring at Earth’s free surface. These
motions may correspond to explosive emission of gas and
pyroclasts (e.g., Banister, 1984), rapid ground distensions of
a volcanic dome (e.g., Johnson and Lees, 2010), and/or gravity
driven rock fall or pyroclastic flows (e.g., Yamasato, 1997).
When free surface motion is unsteady it imposes stresses upon
the surrounding atmosphere, which are propagated as acoustic
airwaves. Typically, the sounds produced by volcanic phenom-
ena are recorded with low-frequency infrasound sensitive
microphones. The intervening atmosphere is relatively homo-
geneous and nonattenuating for infrasound propagation of a
few kilometers, therefore the recorded excess pressures closely
represent volcano source time functions. Such force time his-
tories are equivalent to volumetric accelerations of the atmos-
phere at or near to the source.

Many volcano explosion signals begin with intense, impul-
sive bipolar pulses (compression followed by rarefaction) with
durations of a few seconds or less (e.g., Morrissey and Chouet,
1997). These volcano explosion waveforms are often similar to
chemical explosion signals recorded in the far field and are sug-
gestive of a rapid release and expansion of gases (Kitov et al.,
1997). Several volcano infrasound studies have made use of the
Lighthill (1978) simple acoustic source to characterize ejection
of fluid from the volcanic vent (e.g., Johnson, 2003).

THE SIMPLE ACOUSTIC SOURCE APPLIED TO
VOLCANOES

Volcanic explosions generate bipolar infrasound pulses with
durations of a few seconds (Firstov and Kravchenko, 1996;
Johnson, 2003) that have been attributed to simple acoustic
sources. A simple acoustic source, or a monopole, corresponds
to a point approximation of fluid injection or extraction.
Although most volcanic vents possess length scales of tens of
meters to hundreds of meters the compact volcano source des-
ignation is reasonable for many strombolian or small vulcanian
eruptions where principal acoustic radiation possesses wave-

lengths of hundreds of meters (Fee and Matoza, 2013). For ex-
ample, Johnson et al. (2004), Johnson et al. (2008), and Gerst
et al. (2013) used the monopole source to quantify explosive gas
emissions at Mount Erebus (Antarctica). They inferred gas
burst outfluxes from the 40 m diameter lake on the order
of 103 m3 during ∼1 s eruptions. Considering that dominant
infrasound frequencies were less than 2 Hz, they assumed a com-
pact source geometry and invoked the Lighthill (1978) equiva-
lence of the excess pressure δp to the displaced atmospheric mass
rate of change.

V̈�t� � M̈�t�
ρatmos

� 2πr
ρatmos

δp�t � r=c�: �1�

Here, the sound speed c affects the propagation time be-
tween source and receiver at distance r. The density ρatmos re-
lates the mass acceleration M̈ of displaced atmosphere to the
volume acceleration V̈ of the displaced medium. Hemispherical
radiation is assumed, for which acoustic energy radiates out-
ward with a solid angle of 2π.

From equation (1), a source volume flux may be inferred as
the time integrated excess pressure:

_V �t� � 2πr
ρatmos

Z
δp�t � r=c�dt: �2�

Cumulative volume injection/ejection is the twice time
integrated excess pressure record:

V �t� � 2πr
ρatmos

Z �Z
δp�t � r=c�dt

�
dt: �3�

This double integration of the excess pressure record is
particularly sensitive to long-period pressure fluctuations of
the volcano infrasound signal. Unfortunately, it is also highly
sensitive to low-frequency noise or instrument drift artifacts.
Significant flux and cumulative flux artifacts may also arise
from digital filtering of the pressure signal, or from improper
accounting of instrument response. These influences must
be understood to properly recover estimates of explosive gas
emissions.
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EXPERIMENT OVERVIEW

This paper applies the monopole source model to vulcanian
explosive eruptions at Sakurajima to recover flux and cumula-
tive flux associated with perturbed atmosphere. We modify the
double integration method used at Mount Erebus (e.g., John-
son et al., 2004; Gerst et al., 2013), and apply it to the con-
siderably larger Sakurajima vulcanian explosions (see examples
in Fig. 1). We then compare cumulative flux results to time-
lapse image sequences to quantify expanding plume volumes.
Scaling relationships between visual plume observations and
infrasound modeling are discussed.

All data presented here was recorded between 19 and 21
July 2013 and comes from an infrasound array deployed for
one week at the Kurakami Array Site (KURA), 3500 m from
the active vent (Fig. 2; Fee et al., 2014; this Focus Section).
Global Positioning System (GPS) time stamped pressures sig-
nals were continuously recorded with 24-bit DataCube loggers
at 200 Hz. Sensors were identical micro electro-mechanical sys-
tems-based infrasonic microphone (infraBSU) characterized by
a single-pole corner at 26 s. The operation and response of this
type of sensor is discussed inMarcillo et al. (2012). We use data
from KURA station channels 1, 2, 4, and 6 because their re-
cordings were cleanest in terms of wind noise. KURA sensors
were located proximally to the volcano and with line-of-sight
to the Showa Crater rim.

In the following section, we highlight a signal processing
technique that is needed to robustly apply the monopole source
model to the relatively long duration (10–25 s) Sakurajima
eruption pulses. High-amplitude Sakurajima eruption infra-
sound, occurring as frequently as 103 times per year (since
2009; Yokoo et al., 2013), is thought to be generated by swell-
ing of the vent rock followed by the sudden release of pressur-
ized gas pockets in the Showa Crater (Yokoo et al., 2013).
Characteristic signal signature is a few second long compres-
sion (spectral content is dominated by ∼0:4 Hz energy) fol-
lowed by a somewhat longer rarefaction often overprinted with
a decaying oscillating sinusoid (refer to events I, V,VII, IX, and
X in Fig. 1 for type examples). During the first few tens of
seconds, array analyses confirms that most infrasound is
directly propagated from the vent region, as opposed to infra-
sound that is later reflected off of distant topographic features
(Yokoo et al., 2014; this Focus Section).

FINITE WINDOW ZERO PRESSURE ZERO FLUX
(FWZPZF) CORRECTION

In this section, we showcase the signal conditioning used to
process a Sakurajima infrasound transient and convert it to
time history of cumulative eruptive gas flux. We introduce and
apply a signal correction technique that allows robust estimates
of flux and cumulative flux out to several tens of seconds. Lack-
ing this type of conditioning, derived monopole explosive vol-
ume flux estimates are limited to only a few seconds, as was the
case for monopole studies at Erebus (e.g., Johnson et al., 2004).
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event II (07−19 11:44) 
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▴ Figure 1. (Top) Collection of the ten infrasound events recorded on
channel 1 of the KURA array, ∼3500 m from the vent. These signals
comprise those events analyzed in this study. (Bottom) Normalized am-
plitude spectra for the ten different events filtered above 0.2 Hz.
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As an example, we use Sakurajima event number III (from
Fig. 1), which is a relative large explosion that has a decent
signal-to-noise ratio (see Table 1). It is important to note that
this, and many other Sakurajima vulcanian eruption signals,
possess high signal-to-noise owing to quiet deployment sites,
relative proximity of receivers to the vent, and high-intensity
acoustic sources. This makes Sakurajima signals excellent can-
didates for investigation of explosive outflux.

We begin by demonstrating the potential deleterious
influence of noise and instrument drift, as well as filtering ar-
tifacts, on recovery of cumulative flux values. Noise is a com-
ponent of infrasound recordings and is especially pronounced
for longer periods (e.g., below 1 Hz). Even during quiet (wind-
less) conditions raw infrasound records δpr�t� comprise a
superposition of volcano signal and both electronic and ambi-
ent noise. Although ambient infrasound noise can be wide
band, it is particularly pronounced at microbarom frequencies
between 0.08 and 0.5 Hz (Bowman et al., 2005; Matoza et al.,
2013), and has the potential to obscure long wavelength vol-
cano infrasound signal. Instrument drift, arising from thermal
influences, is also hard to avoid even with high fidelity sensors
and temperature compensated electronics. In our experience,
instrument noise is often manifested as a static offset or slowly
drifting voltage over time scales of minutes to hours.

Event III from Sakurajima shows a typical good signal-to-
noise explosive waveform recorded on channel 1 at KURA
(Fig. 1), which was located ∼3:5 km from the Showa Crater.
The signal has been normalized in Figure 3 to draw attention
to the effects of various filters and processing techniques. Equa-
tions (2) and (3) are applied to recover scaled volume fluxes
(middle row of Fig. 3) and cumulative volume fluxes (bottom
row) for a variety of processed signals, including (Fig. 3a) the
mean-removed raw signal, (Fig. 3b) causally filtered signal,
(Fig. 3c) acausally filtered signal, (Fig. 3d) windowed raw data,
and (Fig. 3e) windowed signal with mean removed.

Flux and cumulative flux curves shown in Figure 3 are gen-
erally unsatisfying, especially in cases Figure 3a–d. Even though
the raw signal (Fig. 3a) possesses decent signal-to-noise, the
pressure waveform integration (middle row) reveals a signifi-
cant nonzero drift, which leads to a nonrealistic (monotoni-
cally increasing) flux history. Removal of the drift through
application of recursive high-pass digital filters (e.g., 2 pole,
2000 sample, 10 s) leads to additional irreconcilable artifacts.
Figure 3b shows causal application of this filter, which exagger-
ates the signal’s rarefactions and leads to a bipolar-shaped flux
history. Figure 3c shows a zero-phase filter implementation
that leads to a nonphysical acausal pressure rarefaction, which
distorts the flux history to an even greater extent.

▴ Figure 2. (a) Map and (b) profile showing the location of the KURA infrasound array in relation to Sakurajima Volcano and the Showa
Crater. (c) Detail of array indicating channels 1, 2, 4, and, 6 used in the analyses.
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Table 1
(Event Statistics)—Summary Statistics of the Ten Events Featured in Figures 1 and 5 Ordered Chronologically

Numbers
(Small,

Medium, Large)

Event
Date/Time

(mm/dd hh:mm:ss) SNR

Window
Length
(s)

Peak-to-Peak
Amplitude

(Pa)

Maximum
Flux

(Mm3=s)
Cumulative
Flux (Mm3)

Maximum
Radius (m)

Maximum
Volume
(Mm3)

I (S) 07/19 11:19:03 7 × 105 13 69 0.4 0.8 73 2.4
II (S) 07/19 11:44:31 2 × 102 8 15 0.1 0.3 54 2
III (L) 07/19 12:04:39 1 × 104 19 108 1.3 8.3 158 23.1
IV (S) 07/19 18:52:13 2 × 101 7 4 0.04 0.2 44 1
V (L) 07/19 19:50:40 1 × 106 20 206 1.8 8.4 159 28.1
VI (M) 07/20 12:11:47 2 × 104 20 45 0.9 6.9 149 15.5
VII (M) 07/20 16:12:02 8 × 104 20 311 1.6 4.2 126 13.6
VIII (M) 07/21 09:55:47 2 × 105 25 33 0.5 5.2 135 10.8
IX (M) 07/21 11:22:17 1 × 105 9 103 0.8 1.8 94 8.5
X (M) 07/21 14:04:46 7 × 105 20 212 1.4 3.5 118 11.9

Events III and V are considered large, whereas events I, II, and IV are small, and the rest of the events are considered medium-
sized. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is calculated as the 10 s variance of signal divided by the 10 s variance of presignal noise. All
tabulated parameters, except for maximum volume, are computed from infrasound records. Maximum volume is computed from
digitized images as measured in frame number 4 of Figure 6.
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▴ Figure 3. Pressure waveforms (top row), integrated waveforms (middle row), and twice integrated waveforms (bottom row) scaled to
the normalized amplitudes shown in column A. Example signal III is the event occurring on 19 July at 12:04 (local time) recorded on
channel 1 of the KURA array. Time axes are displayed in samples. (a) Normalized raw mean-removed pressure record, (b and c) pressure
records following application of a 2 pole, 10 s high-pass filter, (d) same as panel (a), but samples prior to and following the event window
have been zeroed. (e) Same as panel (d), but mean has been removed for the duration of the event window (defined by vertical lines). Note
that for panels (d) and (e) nine different window end times (solid lines) have been evaluated.
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Significantly better results are achieved by windowing the
record to the duration of the signal (Fig. 3d,e). Although iden-
tification of the end time of the eruption pulse is subjective, it
can be facilitated through beamforming techniques when array
data is available. Alternatively, the window of primary signal may
be manually picked. For many volcano explosions impulsive
event onset is easy to identify, but event termination is more
difficult to determine as signal tapers gradually toward back-
ground levels. Figure 3d indicates scaled flux and cumulative flux
for a variety of candidate event end times. Figure 3e shows the
same time windows, but the windowed signals have had their
mean values removed. These mean-removed windowed wave-
forms show reasonable flux curves in the sense that calculated
flux is forced to begin at zero (prior to the event’s onset) and
return to zero (after the discrete explosive pulse has presumably
ended). Corresponding cumulative flux curves show a ramped
time history that asymptotes to a final cumulative outflux. This
curve has an intuitively reasonable shape suggesting rapid initial
emissions tapering toward diminishing output.

The wide variability in the cumulative outflux values
shown in Figure 3e results from uncertainties in identifying the
end of the event. A further shortcoming is that mean removal
can cause the starting and ending excess pressures (top row of
Fig. 3e) to have unrealistic nonzero pressures. Below, we intro-
duce and advocate using a simple signal correction procedure
that forces both pressure and flux histories to begin at zero and
return to zero after the event terminates. We consider this a
justifiable technique for short-duration (tens of seconds or less)
explosions that have definitive beginning times. This correc-
tion, referred to as finite window zero pressure zero flux
(FWZPZF), is enumerated as follows:
1. The beginning time (tb) and ending time range

(te � �t1; t2�) of the high signal-to-noise pressure wave-
form (i.e., the finite window) are manually identified. Be-
cause it is more difficult to identify the end of a signal,
which has gradually decreasing amplitude, it is beneficial
to test a range of potential signal end times corresponding
to a range of candidate event windows.

2. Linear pressure trend lines δpt�t� are calculated correspond-
ing to each of the candidate window ranges. When this
trend correction is subtracted from the raw pressure record,
that is δp�t� � δpr�t� − δpt�t�, the conditioned excess
pressure waveform must meet the following two criteria:
• The starting and ending excess pressures must be zero,
δp�tb� � δp�te� � 0, such that:

δpt�t� � δpr�tb� �
δpr�te� − δpr�tb�

te − tb
�t − tb�

• The integrated pressure (i.e., flux) over the window
length must also equal zero, that is:

Z
te

tb
δprdt −

Z
te

tb
δptdt � 0

Because we require the trend line correction δpt�t� to
have a constant slope, the second term above is equiv-

alently written as
R te
tb δptdt � 1=2�te − tb��δpt�tb��

δpt�te��.
This second criterion implies that the conditioned
pressure waveform δp�t� must have an associated flux
time history that starts and end at zero.

3. It will generally be the case that both criteria can be
met for a range of candidate window end values
te � fte1; te2; te3;…; teng within the domain �t1; t2�. In
our analysis, an optimal pick for te is selected for which
the slope of δpt is minimized:

arg minj δpt�te� − δpt�tb�
te − tb

j;

subject to: te∈fte1; te2; te3;…; teng:

This solution assumes that the pressure trend correction
with smallest slope is most reasonable.

4. The conditioned waveform is then calculated as the differ-
ence between recorded pressure and trending pressure as-
sociated with the lowest slope

δp�t� � δpr�t� − δpt�t�
5. This pressure trace is zero-padded prior to and after the

signal window

δp�t < tb; t > te� � 0

6. Flux history _V �t� is calculated according to equation (2).
7. Cumulative flux history V �t� is calculated according to

equation (3).

Figure 4 demonstrates these steps applied to the normalized
example pulse of Figure 3 (event III). For this waveform, the
candidate window endpoints are sought within the time domain
of 5800–8300 samples (a range of 12.5 s). This window is se-
lected by visual examination and corresponds to the time range
in which acoustic signal is approximately twice the background
level. Transient signal after this time (e.g., at 9000 samples) may
include multipath arrivals and/or echoes such as those described
in Yokoo et al. (2014; this Focus Section).

For the example shown in Figure 4, a total of 54 trend line
end times �te1–te54� satisfy criteria under step 2, but the trend
line te14 with an endpoint at 7422 samples is associated with
the smallest absolute slope. Following steps 4 and 5, this trend
line is removed from the recorded data, and the signal window is
then zero padded. Flux and cumulative flux are then computed
from the conditioned pressure trace. It is reassuring that cumu-
lative flux curves diverge only slightly for the 54 trend lines,
much less than what is shown in Figure 3e, in which the mean
pressure, rather than a trending pressure has been subtracted.

The resultant cumulative volume time history corresponds
to volume change over the time scale defined by signal begin-
ning and end. In cases for which only a few seconds of decent
signal-to-noise are available, the result will reflect explosive gas
emissions over that short time scale. Because noise tends to
dominate infrasound records at long periods, the ability to
infer total gas flux during long-duration explosions is critically

Seismological Research Letters Volume 85, Number 6 November/December 2014 1167



limited by the signal-to-noise quality of the recorded long-
period signal.

APPLICATION OF THE SIMPLE MONOPOLE
SOURCE TO SAKURAJIMA INFRASOUND

We apply the FWZPZF method to 10 Sakurajima explosions
occurring between 19 and 21 July. These events compose a sub-
set of the 34 large explosions referenced in Fee et al. (2014; this
Focus Section), and correspond to those explosions, for which
we have recorded coincident high-quality time-lapse imagery at
5.5 s intervals. Analyzed signal comes from four elements of
KURA, located∼3500 m from the Showa Crater vent (Fig. 2).

In Figure 5, I–X shows flux and cumulative flux calcula-
tions for the ten featured events using multichannel recordings.
The initial recordings, pressure trend corrections, and
FWZPZF-conditioned waveforms are shown in Figure 5a–c.
Duration of the analysis windows, for which signal is clearly
above background, ranges between 7 and 25 s for the ten events
and is generally longer for the larger amplitude events. Flux

histories (Fig. 5d) are calculated from the conditioned pressure
records assuming isotropic hemispherical radiation, atmos-
pheric density of ∼1 kg=m3, and a time-of-propagation equal
to ∼10 s. Cumulative flux (Fig. 5e) shows the inferred time
history of the source volume for the duration of the analyzed
signal windows. Equivalent source radii (Fig. 5f ) are calculated
assuming that ejected material perturbs the atmosphere with a
hemispherical displacement radius of R � �3=2πV �1=3. Sum-
mary metrics for the ten events are given in Table 1.

It is reassuring that the FWZPZF processing results in a
relatively small correction to the raw recorded infrasound. In
general, the trend line that is removed has only a small slope or
static offset compared to the original signal (Fig. 5b). When the
pressure trend line is removed, the calculated flux remains pos-
itive, or nearly positive, for the duration of the signal window,
implying an outward trending (or expanding) fluid injection,
which is intuitively expected during an explosion. It is also
noteworthy that the different channels provide cumulative flux
values that are similar across the array for a given event; those
events for which cumulative flux results vary greatest tend to
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▴ Figure 4. Application of the FWZPZF correction to the signal displayed in Figure 3a followed by estimation of flux and cumulative fluxes.
(a) Normalized mean-removed waveform recorded on channel 1 of KURA. (b) Candidate trend lines (black) and best slope trend line (red).
(c) FWZPZF-corrected signal (indicated for all candidate trend lines). (d) Integrated candidate (black) and best solution (red) normalized
flux curves. (e) Double integrated candidate cumulative flux (black) and best solution (red) curves.
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▴ Figure 5. (I–X) Application of the FWZPZF correction to the signals displayed in Figure 1, followed by estimation of flux and cumulative
fluxes. Unlike the example shown in Figure 4 there has been no amplitude normalization. (a) Mean-removed waveform recorded on
channels 1, 2, 4, and 6 of KURA. (b) Best solution trend lines for each channel. (c) FWZPZF-corrected signal for all waveforms that have
solutions. (d) Flux curves assuming an atmospheric density of 1 kg=m3. (e) Cumulative flux curves. Curves in panels (d), (e), and (f) have
been time shifted by 10 s to account for infrasound propagation time. (Continued)
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Figure 5. Continued.
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correspond to smaller amplitude transients, for which noise
influences are relatively larger.

INTERPRETATION OF EXPLOSIVE FLUX HISTORY

Cumulative infrasound-derived volume flux histories compare
favorably to plume volumes quantified through examination of
time-lapse imagery (Fig. 6). A Canon point-and-shoot camera
deployed at KURAwas configured to collect images every∼5:5 s
using CHDK intervalometer software. The 1600 × 1200 pixel
images focused on the Showa Crater, 3.5 km distant, with a zoom
set at a 99.2 mm focal length (35 mm equivalent). Diagonal field
of view at the distances of Showa was ∼1230 m, providing a
pixel resolution of 62 cm. Total field of view at this distance
was ∼1000 m × ∼750 m. Timing accuracy was achieved by
regularly filming a handheld GPS clock display and is consid-
ered accurate to within �0:5 s.

Expanding plume outlines were manually digitized during
the first ∼30 s of each initial eruption sequence. Volumes
were then calculated from the digitized outlines assuming
an axial symmetry in which the plume is composed of a stack
of cylindrical disks of thickness dh of 10 m and radius varying
with height, that is: V �t�plume �

PH
h�1 πR�t�2hdh. For at least

one explosion (event VIII; July 21 09:55:43), it appears that the
initial column comprises dual smaller columns associated with
two distinct vents, and for this event we calculated plume vol-

ume as V �t�plume �
PH

h�1
πR�t�2h

2 dh.

Corresponding cumulative volumes calculated from the
infrasound records (Fig. 5) are superimposed as expanding
hemispherical shells on the image sequences of Figure 6. Hemi-
spherical profiles were calculated from infrasound-inferred cumu-
lative volumes and have been time shifted to correspond to the
source image times (i.e., ∼10 s prior to its recording at KURA).
Infrasound-inferred volumes and radii (Table 1) provide a con-
venient means of classifying the Sakurajima eruptions as large (III
and V), medium (VI–X), or small (I, II, and IV).

Time evolution of the imagery-derived plume volumes
shows a predominantly linear trend out to at least 25 s with
maximum volumes for the largest events reaching more than
40 Mm3 (Fig. 7a). These values are some five times greater
than infrasound-derived volumes at 25 s (Fig. 7b). In contrast,
infrasound-inferred cumulative volume flux curves show expo-
nentially diminishing outflow, marked by initial rapid ejection
of material followed by transition into more gradual fluid out-
flow. This pattern likely reflects initial explosive expansion
driven by intense gas overpressures, followed by slower expan-
sion as the driving pressure diminishes. We infer that beyond
about 10 s, continued plume growth, as seen in the time-lapse
imagery, is largely driven by buoyant rise of hot gases, which is a
steady growth and thus not likely to produce a volumetric
source of infrasound. Continuing infrasonic tremor, which
can reflect postexplosion open-vent jetting and/or infrasound
multipathing off of topography (refer to Yokoo et al., 2014 and
Matoza et al., 2014 in this Focus Section), is generally much
lower in amplitude than the analyzed explosion pulses.

Figure 5. Continued.
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▴ Figure 6. Comparison of plume margin digitization (green) with infrasound-inferred hemispherical volumes and radii (red). Image time
interval is ∼5:5 s and absolute timing of frames is accurate to �0:5 s. Frame timing is indicated in Figure 5; parenthetical times (in
seconds) correspond to the frame time relative to the explosion onset.
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Comparison of infrasound-inferred volume growth and
time-lapse imagery-inferred volume growth is illustrated in
Figure 8. Poor correlation is seen in the first few seconds of
the eruptive sequence (Fig. 8a) in part because first images cor-
respond to a relatively wide range of times (1–5 s) immediately
following the eruption onset. In these early seconds of the
eruption, the plume may not even have extended beyond the
lip of the crater. As time progresses, however, the infrasound
and imagery-derived plume volumes scale much more closely.
In particular, the time periods from ∼6 to 11 s (Fig. 8b) and
11–17 s (Fig. 8c) show very decent scaling (correlation values
of 0.98) between monopole-derived outflux and plume size. It
is notable that monopole-inferred volumes are some 2.5 and
3.5 times less than the quantified plume volumes during these

two respective time intervals. We attribute this discrepancy to
plume volume growth that is noninfrasound producing, either
due to continuous venting or buoyant plume expansion. It is
notable that by 17–22 s (Fig. 8d) the plume volume is some 5
times greater than the cumulative infrasound-derived volume.
At this point the explosive emissions have largely ended even
though the column may continue to rise or expand.

Scaling between monopole-derived outflux and plume
growth appears satisfactory for the first ∼15 s of the gas thrust
phase of Sakurajima eruptions. This positive result contrasts
with a much poorer correlation between infrasound amplitude
and plume-derived volumes (Fig. 9c,d). Interestingly, the
two largest amplitude infrasound transients (events VII and
X) corresponding to medium-sized volume output events as
classified both in plume digitization and in monopole source
modeling. This poor scaling between Sakurajima plume height
and peak pressure is also noted by Fee et al. (2014; this Focus
Section) and has been generally observed for explosions at other
volcanoes, such as atTungurahua (Ecuador; Johnson et al., 2005).

It is significant, and notable for monitoring applications, that
monopole source modeling over a few tens of seconds better pre-
dicts vulcanian plume growth than peak infrasound amplitude.
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▴ Figure 7. Time evolution of (a) the expanding plume volume
quantified from time-lapse imagery, (b) infrasound-derived source
volumes corresponding to those same time-lapse image times, and
(c) corresponding hemispherical radius of assumed hemispherical
source. Event numbers are indicated by unique symbols, corre-
sponding to small (blue), medium (green), and large (red) eruptions.
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▴ Figure 8. Relation between image-derived and infrasound-de-
rived explosive volumes for four distinct time ranges correspond-
ing to (a) second image frame (0–6 s after eruption onset), (b) third
image frame (6–11 s after eruption onset), (c) fourth image (11–
17 s after eruption onset), and (d) fifth image (17–22 s after erup-
tion onset). Symbol and color scheme is the same as that for Fig-
ure 7. Straight lines indicate image-infrasound volume ratios of 1
to 1, 2 to 1, 3 to 1, 4 to 1, and 5 to 1. Parenthetical values indicate
time elapsed since eruption onset. Pearson’s linear correlation
coefficients are indicated as r values for each panel.
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The two events with largest infrasound-derived cumulative vol-
ume fluxes are events III and V. They possess moderately high
and very high amplitudes, respectively, but even more signifi-
cantly, they maintain elevated flux time histories for longer peri-
ods. Although equation (1) relates volume acceleration to pressure
amplitude, the total flux depends largely upon the time duration
of sustained excess pressure. Our results confirm that both the
duration of the infrasonic compressional phase(s), as well as peak
amplitudes, play contributing roles in determining the initial size
of an expanding eruption column. Our findings also explain the
relatively scattered correlation between peak-to-peak pressure and
monopole-inferred volume outflux (Fig. 9a,b). We conclude that
peak infrasound amplitude on its own does not provide enough
information to quantify the intensity of a volcanic eruption.

DISCUSSION: CAVEATS

Several assumptions inherent in the presented results merit
more detailed attention. Discussion of these source, propaga-
tion, and instrument effects on the monopole source model are
warranted, but a detailed analysis is beyond the scope of the
present paper. Briefly, we summarize several potential sources
of error for the presented monopole analyses that deserve
future consideration.

Source Considerations
Firstly, our assumption that the Sakurajima infrasound source
can be represented by a compact monopole may be disputed.
Our modeling suggests that for some events the infrasound-in-
ferred volumes expand to hemispherical dimensions as large as
150 m in radius. Coincident imagery confirms that Sakurajima
plume growth (Fig. 6) expands to widths and heights of many
hundreds of meters. Assuming that this entire volume is capa-
ble of exciting acoustic waves the infrasound source is no longer
compact in a strict sense. Dowling (1998) provides an analytical
solution for the distant sound field in the case of a noncompact
baffled piston of radius a where radiated sound destructively
combines at angles oblique to the piston axis. For example,
perpendicular to the piston axis a first nodal zero is found for
frequency f � 0:61�c=a� (Dowling, 1998; equation 101).
Given a large 150 m radius circular piston source this implies
total cancellation of sound energy at ∼1:4 Hz. Comparable
signal diminution might similarly be expected for in-phase hemi-
spherical expansion of a spatially extensive volumetric source.
Although the Sakurajima signals have peak energy at ∼0:4 Hz
(Fig. 1) some higher frequency Sakurajima tones have likely been
attenuated considering source dimensions of ∼102 m.

Previous studies, including those modeling infrasound ra-
diation from earthquakes (e.g., Arrowsmith et al., 2012), have
suggested that some volcano sources may be large with respect
to their radiated infrasound wavelengths (Fee and Matoza,
2013). In the case of a distributed volumetric source extended
over an uplifting dome surface, the Rayleigh integral has been
used to model Santiaguito (Guatemala) volcano infrasound
more realistically (Johnson and Lees, 2010). Further analysis
is warranted for studying sound genesis of an expanding plume,
which could conceivably excite acoustic waves over an expan-
sive region.

This study also neglects the potential role of nonvolumet-
ric acoustic source contributions. Although the monopole
source is postulated as a suitable approximation for purely ex-
plosive transients, higher order dipole and quadrupole acoustic
sources (Woulff and McGetchin, 1976; Johnson et al., 2008;
Kim et al., 2012) and jet noise (Matoza et al., 2009; Taddeucci
et al., 2014) have been proposed for a range of volcanic erup-
tive activities. Both jet noise and dipole type sources radiate
sound less efficiently than a monopole source (for given eruption
energetics) and are thought to radiate sound with an axisymmet-
ric symmetry (Dowling, 1998). Jet noise is also associated with
noncompact source regions extending from the vent and up
through a collimated jet (Taddeucci et al., 2014). Although
Johnson et al. (2008) found the dipole acoustic component to
be minor compared to the monopole component for strombo-
lian explosions at Erebus, other eruptions, such as those of
Sakurajima, may reflect more complex volumetric and nonvolu-
metric contributions (Matoza et al., 2014; this Focus Section).
Matoza et al. (2014; this Focus Section) found that jetting signal
often comprises a relatively small component of the Sakurajima
explosion records in terms of signal amplitude, but that this jet-
ting signal can dominate in the coda. Such jetting signal may
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▴ Figure 9. Comparison of infrasound peak-to-peak amplitude (as
measured at KURA) with (a, b) infrasound inferred cumulative vol-
ume fluxes for elapsed times 6–11 s and 11–17 s, and with (c, d)
plume-derived volumes at 6–11 s and 11–17 s, respectively. Paren-
thetical values indicate elapsed time since eruption onset. Symbol
and color scheme is the same as that for Figures 7 and 8. Pearson’s
linear correlation coefficients are indicated as r values for each
panel.
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indicate a non-negligible eruption flux, which has not been con-
sidered in the present study.

In addition to acoustic source size and mechanistic influ-
ences, the degree to which nonlinear near-vent accelerations,
which perturb the atmosphere at velocities close to, or exceed-
ing, local sound speed, is an important consideration. Tad-
deucci et al. (2012) identify supersonic emissions for small
sized Stromboli (Italy) explosions, which cause the atmosphere
to respond with shock wave generation. At Sakurajima shock
waves are commonly seen in video records in conjunction with
the largest of the recorded infrasound transients (Akihiko Yo-
koo, Aso Volcanological Laboratory, personal comm., 2013).
In general, shocks will decay nonlinearly (and pressure will de-
crease more rapidly than 1=r) within a near-vent region until
reaching some elastic radius where sound is further propagated
as an acoustic wave. For intense eruptions, it is important to
recall that recorded infrasound reflects the distension of
the atmosphere at some elastic radius and that the original
source time volume outflux may be larger than this quantity.
This may partially explain the underestimated plume volumes
of Sakurajima eruptions in the early seconds of the featured
explosions.

Propagation Considerations
In the presented analysis, we have assumed multipathing arrivals
to be inconsequential and have also generally neglected topo-
graphic or propagation influences and site response. Although
these influences are routinely considered for seismic waveform
modeling, they are often disregarded during analyses of local in-
frasound recordings in volcano studies. At local distances atmos-
pheric structure is frequently assumed to be homogeneous, and
recorded signal is often considered to be a geometrically scaled
version of the pressure time series at the source. Near-sensor
topography and free surface effects are often neglected.

At Sakurajima, reflections and kilometer-scale acoustic
multipathing have been identified by Yokoo et al. (2014; this
Focus Section), who analyzed the trailing coda of the Sakur-
ajima explosions out to ∼120 s. Using an array of sensors they
were able to attribute much of the postexplosion signal to mul-
tipathing from echoes off topography, including reflections of
the Aira Caldera wall as far as 20 km distant. They also noted
that the amplitudes of the indirect arrivals were much smaller
than those of the direct energy. In fact, for the explosions
shown in the scale of Figure 1, these coda signals are not even
visually evident; for this reason, we consider their influence to
be negligible.

Near-vent volcano topography likely influences the char-
acter of the explosion pulses that are recorded around Sakur-
ajima Island and may be of greater concern. Waveform
variability across an infrasound network was highlighted by
Fee et al. (2014; this Focus Section), who state that waveform
shape is affected by intervening topography, which diffracts
sound waves around the crater rim and also above and over
the edifice. Primary effects of topography are investigated with
finite difference time domain techniques such as those pre-
sented by Kim et al. (2014; this Focus Section), who found

that topography influences waveform character most signifi-
cantly at stations beyond the line-of-sight of the Showa Crater.
Other studies, such as those at Tungurahua (Ecuador) by Kim
et al. (2012), suggest that crater topography near to the vent
can induce an asymmetric acoustic radiation pattern that ex-
plains the variable sound intensities recorded on the infra-
sound network there. Because KURA is located relatively
proximally and with line-of-sight to the Showa Crater (see pro-
file in Fig. 2) we feel that the waveform is reasonably represen-
tative of the source time function. Future work might examine
signal from other stations, invert for responsible source time
functions and then compute volume fluxes amongst a network
of infrasound stations.

Instrument Considerations
As with seismic recordings, infrasound records provide a fil-
tered version of the actual pressure time history of the atmos-
phere. All infrasonic microphones act as high-pass filters that
distort the atmospheric pressure time history in both ampli-
tude and phase. These distortions may appear insignificant
for the pressure waveform, but single and double integration
enhances the lower frequency artifacts dramatically. If these
lower frequencies are not suitably recorded, or if an instrument
response correction has not been adequately applied to the in-
frasound data, corresponding flux and cumulative flux records
will be significantly impacted.

For the examples presented herein the signals were recorded
with infraBSU instruments possessing a well-characterized re-
sponse with a single pole corner frequency of ∼0:04 Hz.
Although no instrument correction was applied to the infraBSU
sensors, their corner was considered to be far below that of the
primary signal content of Sakurajima infrasound. It is notable,
however, that some of the sensors deployed by other teams at
Sakurajima varied in their response and/or had an approximate
∼0:1 Hz high-pass filter applied during routine processing (see
fig. 2 of Fee et al., 2014; this Focus Section). Records from these
sensors would require proper signal reconstitution prior to quan-
tification of flux and or volume flux measurements.

CONCLUSION

SakurajimaVolcano is notable for its frequent vulcanian explo-
sions and high-amplitude infrasound pulses, which are large
compared with many other episodically erupting volcanoes
worldwide (Johnson et al., 2004). As such, Sakurajima provides
an exceptional laboratory to explore the relationship between
radiated infrasound and material emissions from the vent and
to test the suitability of the monopole source model. We have
introduced a simple signal conditioning methodology to enable
recorded pressure waveforms to be used for flux and cumulative
calculations over a few tens of seconds. For a suite of ten
explosions occurring during 19–21 July 2013 peak-to-peak
amplitudes range from 4 to 300 Pa and infrasound-inferred
cumulative fluxes range from 0.2 to 8 Mm3. We find that the
infrasound-inferred cumulative volume fluxes scale very well
with imagery-derived measurements of the expanding plume
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even though the plume volume is underestimated by a factor of
two or three. This systematic volume discrepancy is likely due
to plume growth contributions resulting from steady state de-
gassing and/or thermally driven plume growth. We also note a
poor correlation between infrasound pressure amplitude and
plume volume in the first ten seconds. These results intimate
that the trailing infrasound signal beyond the first compressive
pulse is fundamentally important to quantify total explosive
emissions. Our study offers compelling evidence that infra-
sound waveform modeling can be used to remotely quantify
explosive flux from vulcanian eruptions.
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